Introduction {#Sec1}
============

A novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2, causing the disease COVID-19), was first identified in the city of Wuhan, in Hubei Province, China in December 2019 and has rapidly spread across the globe.[@CR60] The COVID-19 pandemic has caused an unprecedented health and economic crisis. The magnitude of the crisis has called for an immediate response from governing officials, scientists, and medical professionals. With limited resources and immediate need for medical supplies, healthcare support and treatments, the crisis has demanded innovative solutions. Novel uses of emerging technologies have been proposed in order to meet the rising demands.

Emerging technologies have aided in the study of COVID-19, the development of advanced diagnostic tools and treatments, and the response to medical supply shortages. The innovative use of emerging technologies continues to have a profound impact on our ability to respond to this global crisis and should continue to be utilized to help improve outcomes. The aim of this review is to describe the features and uses of new technological developments implemented to combat the COVID-19 pandemic. The technologies in this review include: artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning and deep learning, nanomedicine, novel technologies for vaccines development and therapeutics, novel mathematical modeling, big data, internet of things (IoT), telemedicine, robots, and 3D printing technology.

Emerging Technologies {#Sec2}
=====================

Artificial Intelligence (AI) {#Sec3}
----------------------------

AI has a wide array of features and applications that can be implemented to aid our response to COVID-19. Researchers have used both machine learning and deep learning models to study, diagnose and treat COVID-19. Machine learning tools enable the study of large datasets of viral genomes and can therefore increase our foundational knowledge of COVID-19. Scientists utilized machine learning based models along with intrinsic genomic signatures to provide a timely and accurate taxonomic classification of the novel coronavirus sequences and to identify the potential origin.[@CR45] Containment of the pandemic relies significantly on early and accurate diagnosis. Mei et al proposed an AI system based on machine learning and deep learning models that combines demographic (age, sex) and clinical information (laboratory test results, reported symptoms, history of exposure *etc*.) with chest imaging findings for rapid identification of patients with COVID-19.[@CR35] Major limitations of the proposed model for its adoption into clinical practice are the lack of generalizability to other patient populations and the difficulty on model training.[@CR35] Imaging modalities has served as a valuable tool for detecting COVID-19, evaluating complications, and monitoring disease course. During the last years, AI has empowered conventional imaging approaches, including CT scans and X-rays, to meet the increasing challenges by providing detection accuracy and reliability.[@CR19] Recently, deep learning models, the core algorithms of AI, have been used to develop a thoracic CT image analysis system, which can automatically detect COVID-19 patients and quantify the disease burden.[@CR16] Also, through volumetric measurement of the opacities burden, the AI-based image analysis tool allows for tracking of patient's disease progression.[@CR16]

Application of an independent AI software system decreased the need of radiologists' annotations of the lesions in CT images, lifting a significant burden from frontline medical staff.[@CR65] The above contribution of deep learning technology highlights the impact AI can potentially have during a pandemic, where workflow heavily relies on human labor and shortages of human resources are a common problem.

Deep convolutional neural networks (CNN), a widely used deep learning architecture, enabled distinguishing between COVID-19 and other causes of pneumonia through chest X-ray image analysis.[@CR37] Investigators used a neural network which was designed to learn COVID-19 radiological pneumonia pattern and could yield accurate diagnostic results in a small cohort of infected patients.[@CR37] In addition to offering diagnostic accuracy and speed, AI can help reduce occupational exposure to the virus. Frontline healthcare practitioners, including CT and MRI technicians, are at high risk for contracting the virus given their frequent exposure to COVID-19 patients. Researchers proposed the use of a contactless workflow that can serve to protect the frontline workers and ensures that services continue to have adequate staffing.[@CR49] A visual AI empowered mobile CT platform allows the technician to determine the optimal scanning parameters such as identifying the pose and shape of the patient, and monitor the imaging procedure safely and efficiently.[@CR50]

AI applications can also be utilized to predict the outcome of COVID-19 infections. Machine learning was implemented for development of a prognostic algorithm to estimate the mortality risk of a person with COVID-19.[@CR62] The prediction model was able to predict and help with the early identification of critically ill patients and through extraction of three key laboratory parameters: lactic dehydrogenase, lymphocyte count, and high-sensitivity C-reactive protein.[@CR62] The demand for intensive care unit-level care and ventilatory support provision has increased as a result of the current pandemic. The recognition of critical cases preemptively would enable appropriate evaluation of future demand, and thus allow institutions to be more prepared to react appropriately.

An AI empowered model can predict the development of high mortality complications of COVID-19, such as acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS).[@CR24] Researchers utilized such a model to identify features of initial disease presentation that are associated with later development of ARDS; these features included a mildly elevated alanine aminotransferase, the presence of myalgias and an elevated hemoglobin.[@CR24] Emerging AI-based methods can potentiate epidemiological models for real-time forecasting of disease trends. Modified auto-encoders, helped scientists predict the length of the progression and the transmission dynamics of the pandemic.[@CR21] An accurate forecasting method aids in the development of effective healthcare policies and helps address public health issues that have arisen with the COVID-19 pandemic.

Ongoing efforts have been made to implement AI in the development of effective therapeutic strategies against COVID-19. Machine learning principles can be applied to predict whether commercially approved medications can be used for disease treatment.[@CR31] This approach facilitates the repurposing of existing therapies in a time-efficient manner. A learning-based drug discovery model was also launched for the generation of a potential coronavirus main protease inhibitor.[@CR3] Playing a central role in the viral replication, the main protease seems to be an attractive target for the new therapies.[@CR3]

Despite the potential of AI to be implemented in the fight against COVID-19, AI systems are still at a preliminary stage.[@CR38] A rigorous quality control to test their validity and to ensure patient benefit and safety is warranted.[@CR25] Also, given the fact that AI algorithms need access to massive datasets, ethical concerns about patient privacy further hamper the clinical world adoption of AI tools in the healthcare setting.[@CR38]

Nanomedicine {#Sec4}
------------

Chloroquine is an example of a medication that has been studied within this field. Chloroquine has inhibitory effects on the uptake of nanoparticles from cells.[@CR20] Specifically, studies have found clinically significant doses of the medication are associated with reduced accumulation of synthetic nanoparticles (NP) in cell lines and the mononuclear phagocyte system of mice.[@CR3] Given the similarities in size and shape of the synthetic NP and SARS-CoV-2, nanoparticles can help in investigation for drug repurposing for COVID-19. Researchers designed NP-based peptides that mimic the virus-binding domain of ACE protein.[@CR17] This particular domain facilitates viral entry into a cell; thus, a NP mimetic could serve as an antagonist, inhibiting the virus from entering cells. Investigators have postulated that inhalers containing the mimetic would be effective in preventing virus activation in the lungs.[@CR17] Based on the association of COVID-19 severity with the inflammatory response,[@CR36] scientists are developing nanoparticles that can help in inflammation control.[@CR14] Lipid-based nanoparticles, loaded with immunomodulating and antioxidant molecules (adenosine and α-tocopherol respectively), can selectively deliver their therapeutic cargo to the sites of acute inflammation and therefore modulate oxidation stress and cytokine response.[@CR14] Also, the use of peptide-based nanoparticles has been evaluated for the design of a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine. Self-assembling peptide nanoparticles that were prepared from SARS-Cov-1 spike (S) protein, successfully induced neutralizing antibodies against the coronavirus, subsequently preventing infection of Vero cells.[@CR43]

Novel Vaccine Development {#Sec5}
-------------------------

New technologies have enabled a possible COVID-19 vaccine to be designed within just a few months of the initial outbreak.[@CR30] Vaccine technology platforms under development include nucleic acid, recombinant viral vector (replicating and non-replicating), and protein-based (subunits or virus-like particles).[@CR29]

Advanced nucleic acid vaccine platforms are being investigated for SARS-CoV-2. The naked viral DNA enters the cell through electroporation, a technique that creates pores in cell membranes to increase nucleic acid uptake, and produces copies of S protein,[@CR9] the viral component that induces a neutralizing humoral immune response.[@CR58] Messenger RNA (mRNA) technology is another approach for SARS-CoV-2 vaccine development. Use of mRNA, the intermediary molecule that cells use to translate genetic information into proteins, is an alternative to employing DNA. mRNA-based vaccines are designed to contain all of the necessary viral genetic information, allowing the virus to produce proteins-antigens of interest within the host cell, thus mimicking a natural infection.[@CR41] The use of mRNA technology for vaccine development is promising, allowing for rapid vaccine production at a low cost.[@CR41] However, nucleic acid-based vaccines are not licensed for humans and thus their immunogenicity is not yet proven.[@CR9]

In recombinant viral vectors vaccine approach, the SARS-CoV-2 S protein gene would be inserted in the genome of another virus, such as adenovirus or measles. These genetically engineered viruses can then deliver the genetic information for the production of SARS-CoV-2 proteins to the host, enabling an immune response.[@CR9] A novel vaccine candidate based on non-replicating adenovirus vector 5 (Ad5-nCoV) carrying the full-length S protein gene, has already entered phase II trials.[@CR26] Viral vector vaccines, such those using weakened measles, are also a possible approach to developing a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine. The replication of viral vectors mimics a natural infection. As the vectors replicate within the infected cells, a complete immune response, including both innate and humoral immunity, is triggered.[@CR9],[@CR47]

A protein-based vaccines platform under evaluation, includes the direct injection of viral protein subunits, mainly S protein or a part of it called receptor binding domain (RBD).[@CR9] RBD is a key component of S protein useful in viral attachment and membrane fusion.[@CR13] However, addition of vaccine adjuvants as well as multiple booster injections might be required for an adequate immune response.[@CR9] Virus-like particles, another protein-based vaccine approach, are molecules that closely resemble viruses but lack genetic material and therefore are not infectious.[@CR9] Despite the potential to induce a strong immune response such vaccines are harder to produce.[@CR9]

A glycoprotein-based approach to vaccine development has also been explored. This approach targets viral glycosylation of the S protein. Glycosylation of viral spikes masks the immunogenic sites that are otherwise recognized by the host immune system.[@CR29] As such, glycosylation allows the virus to evade the host immune system. Many viruses are known to use this process.[@CR58] Investigators studying the glycan profile of SARS-CoV-2, however, found that the glycan density of spikes is not high enough to effectively shield the virus from the host immune defenses.[@CR58] This vulnerability in virus glycan shield may be beneficial for induction of potent neutralizing antibodies and therefore be implicated in vaccine design.[@CR58]

Monoclonal Antibodies {#Sec6}
---------------------

Powerful technological platforms are used to determine if existing therapeutic modalities approved for other indications can also be efficacious in the treatment of COVID-19.[@CR12] Computer-aided drug repurposing tools have identified several monoclonal antibodies that have potential to treat COVID-19.[@CR12] Monoclonal antibodies have not traditionally been used for infectious disease management but due to *in silico* drug repurposing, they seem to be a promising addition to the therapeutic arsenal against COVID-19.[@CR12]

Novel coronavirus infection is characterized by a fulminant and fatal hyperinflammatory state, responsible for lung damage and multiorgan collapse.[@CR34] Interleukin-6 (IL-6) is considered to be a major driver of the cytokine storm and a predictor of fatality according to a recent study from China.[@CR34] Antibodies directly targeting the IL-6 receptor could theoretically suppress the overactivated immune system and optimize clinical outcomes. Tocilizumab, a monoclonal antibody against IL-6 receptor, is a licensed regimen for rheumatoid arthritis and cytokine release syndrome and recently approved for the treatment of COVID-19.[@CR34] While the clinical trials for this treatment are still under investigation, a report of 21 patients who have undergone treatment suggests that tocilizumab is well-tolerated and associated with rapid resolution of clinical symptoms and improved outcomes.[@CR61] Other FDA approved immunomodulatory medications are being investigated for potential use in the treatment of COVID-19 include: sarilumab (IL-6 receptor antagonist), bevacizumab (anti--vascular endothelial growth factor medication), eculizumab (antibody inhibiting terminal complement), and ulinastatin (tryspin inhibitor).[@CR48] In addition to monoclonal antibodies targeting key components of the immune response, monoclonal antibodies targeting the virus are also under development. Researchers identified a human monoclonal antibody that targets an epitope that is conserved in both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, and neutralizes the virus in cultured cells.[@CR56] Such neutralizing antibodies can support viral clearance and help in post-exposure prophylaxis.[@CR56] Also, due to the cross-neutralizing properties, the antibody might be useful for potential future outbreaks caused by related coronaviruses.[@CR56]

Mathematical Modeling {#Sec7}
---------------------

Mathematical modeling has been at the forefront of predicting COVID-19 transmission rates. These models have been essential for informed public policy decision-making that has prevented further spread of the virus. Mathematical models comprise of a set of equations that mimic reality and can be refined to include new information about the virus. From simple to more complex mathematical models, researchers around the world are trying to capture the interplay between a plethora of factors, ranging from micro-pathogens and individual or population interactions, to macro-scale environmental, socio-economic and demographic conditions. That interplay is essential in order to explore possible scenarios of the epidemic spread. These generated scenarios are used to guide outbreak control strategies and prevention policies.[@CR7],[@CR42],[@CR54]

Many different types of models have been implemented. Stochastic individual based models (IBM), as well as classic deterministic "susceptible-infected-recovered" (SIR) and "susceptible-exposed-infected-recovered" (SEIR) models are examples of models that have been used historically for different infectious diseases. New models like the "Stereographic Brownian Diffusion Epidemiology Model" are being developed during the COVID-19 pandemic in an effort to better explain the virus spread.[@CR7],[@CR42],[@CR54] The interpretation of these models is of the utmost importance. Given the mantra "mathematical models are as good as the data they use," different models should be viewed as complementary rather than searching for a singular correct model that can answer all questions.[@CR40] Furthermore, presenting model results alone is not enough. Given the necessity for rapid responses, scientists should rapidly and openly share their codes, so results can be replicated, evaluated, and improved.[@CR6]

It should be noted, that despite their usefulness, mathematical models in the COVID-19 pandemic have also generated some concerns. Significant information about the transmission of the virus remains unknown, thus limiting the precision of forecasts.[@CR2] As results of modeling projections are communicated online, they are over-interpreted as anticipated potentials. As a result, dynamic models developed with the known limitations of theoretical plausibility and mathematical probabilities, are misinterpreted as evidence of what is actually going to happen.[@CR46]

Big Data {#Sec8}
--------

With the creation of Big Data for analytics a wealth of information from around the world can be made available to scientists, doctors, epidemiologists and policymakers. Big Data has proven to be a useful tool for rapid real-time evaluations as a result.[@CR57] Big Data Analytics has potential to play a key role in preventing COVID-19 related hospital outbreaks. The storage and provision of accurate personal travel and contact history allows disease tracing and screening to be conducted for all patients and visitors before they enter a medical facility. In Taiwan, the government has integrated and analyzed several Big Data from National Health Insurance Administration (NHIA), National Immigration Agency (NIA) and Taiwan Centers for Disease Control. This has provided real-time information for outdoor quarantine station of each hospital and clinic in the state. As a result, all visitors are screened *via* personal identification cards and any suspected carrier is further examined before entering the building.[@CR11] This model could serve as way to further limit disease transmission.

This same framework can be applied to allow for faster immigration clearance at airports and sea borders. For example, in Taiwan, the NHIA and the NIA launched the Entry Quarantine System. This system uses the past 14-day travel history of an individual and their NHIA identification card data to screen them for COVID-19. Travel history data is created at the time of departure or arrival at a Taiwan Airport. At this time travelers are required to complete a health declaration form by scanning a QR code. A mobile health declaration pass is then sent *via* SMS to phones using a local telecom operator. This system has allowed for faster immigration clearance for those with minimal risk.[@CR57]

Internet of Things {#Sec9}
------------------

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a system of interconnected computing devices that can transfer data over a network without human involvement.[@CR51] In typical daily functioning, examples of IoT applications include home security systems and smart lighting arrangements which are controllable through smartphones.[@CR51] The Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) is the healthcare-specific version of IoT and can be implemented to provide relief to medical staff, ensure quarantine implementation and trace epidemic origins.[@CR63] Data collection can be done with the help of sensors incorporated in mobile phones, drones, robots, as well as self-sampling COVID-19 tests. The data collected *via* these methods are sent to a central-cloud server for analysis. The analysis generated from such a server would better equip medical providers and government agencies to respond to the COVID-19 crisis.

With these data, medical providers would be able to provide patients with more tailored online health consultations. These online services would also enable patients to receive more adequate care while simultaneously limiting their own exposure and further transmission of the virus. Government agencies, including local state health bureaus and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), would be better able to allocate supplies, determine need for quarantine, monitor incidence, and implement emergency strategies with this information.[@CR63]

Large cities are already integrating these applications to mitigate the pandemic. For example, the Shanghai Public Health Clinical Center is using body temperature sensors along with data transmission directly to nurse's station for real-time monitoring of COVID-19 patients, thus reducing the potential exposure of healthcare staff.[@CR28] Similarly, in Boston, a robot currently used to take patient interviews is about to be deployed with sensors in order to measure patients' respiratory rate and body temperature.[@CR8] In Singapore, a contact-tracing smartphone application uses wireless Bluetooth technology in order to identify people who have been in close proximity with COVID-19 patients.[@CR5] Apple and Google collaborate in contact tracing and tracking applications that will become available to many countries worldwide, and is expected to dramatically accelerate the identification and notification of individuals that have been unknowingly close to COVID-19 patients.[@CR39] IoMT would not only serve to help with the current pandemic, but also could be implemented to prevent future outbreaks as well.

Community Screening {#Sec10}
-------------------

The COVID-19 pandemic has created an unprecedented need for contact tracing, case detection, and isolation for containing.[@CR52] There have been two proposals addressing population screening for case detection: massive random screening and targeted screening.[@CR15] The latter comprises of three complementary testing strategies in order to maximize the number of infected people detected. The first strategy is to remove physician referral and cost restrictions for testing patients with symptoms suggestive of COVID-19.[@CR15] The second strategy is to select and test people in high-risk sentinel locations, like elderly in nursing homes and pregnant women presenting for delivery.[@CR15] The third strategy is to reserve a small number of tests for random screening in order to assess whether sentinel sites are efficiently detecting infected people.[@CR15] Both population screening methods have to be followed by contact tracing and isolation of people testing positive. This could bring the reproductive number (Ro) of COVID-19 to less than unity and end the repeated cycles of imposing and releasing stay-at-home restrictions.[@CR15] Aforementioned technologies could be implemented in comparing the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of the two proposals.

Telemedicine {#Sec11}
------------

Telemedicine enables healthcare providers to care for patients while abiding by government shelter-in-place and social distancing orders. Throughout this pandemic, online healthcare services have been utilized to provide care for patients at home with mild COVID-19 as well as provide information about the symptoms and prevention of disease to all patients. Telemedicine services have also recently expanded in developed countries for the medical management of mild non-COVID-19 related issues.[@CR32] These services range from annual follow-ups to mental health services. Mental health services in particular have increased in demand during this time as quarantine related isolation can lead to anger, frustration, fear, and increased stress.[@CR32],[@CR44] Telemedicine services are vital as they decreased the number of hospital visits and increase hospital resources, including hospital staff time. With the increased demand on hospital workers during the healthcare crisis, telemedicine helps off-load the burden on hospital workers, enabling them to focus efforts on those with more severe conditions.[@CR10] Studies on real-world data have estimated that around 60% of US hospitals have adopted telemedicine.[@CR18] In Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, and Wisconsin the proportion of hospitals adopting telehealth exceeds 80%.[@CR18] A study in a large healthcare system in New York has estimated that between March 2, 2020 and April 14, 2020, telemedicine visits increased from 369.1/day to 866.8/day (135% increase) in urgent care and from 94.7/day to 4209.3/day (4345% increase) in non-urgent care.[@CR33]

Telemedicine can also be utilized to train staff in rural and remote areas to better respond to this healthcare crisis.[@CR32] Increased capabilities of responders in rural areas helps to ensure affected patients have access to adequate care. This remote training platform can also be used to aid countries with fewer trained medical personnel.

Robotics {#Sec12}
--------

Robotics can be used to minimize both patient and provider COVID-19 risk. Robotic surgery provides a safer alternative in terms of COVID-19 exposure for procedures, compared to conventional laparoscopy and open surgery. If all high level precautions are taken, there is reduced number of directly exposed medical staff, as well as reduced patient hospital stay. As a result, there is a decreased patient risk of COVID-19 infection and increased hospital capacity to treat COVID-19 patients.[@CR27]

Robotics can be used to perform procedures and reduce medical staff exposure. Autonomous or remote-controlled robots can perform noncontact ultraviolet (UV) surface disinfection *via* intelligent navigation and identification of high-risk/high-touch areas.[@CR64] Robots can also independently collect daily temperature measurements in inpatients with COVID-19 as well the temperatures of patients at screening centers. In addition, robots can independently conduct nasopharyngeal swab testing.[@CR11] The use of robotics to perform these functions decrease required staff contact with those infected with COVID-19 patients and would also allow staff to allocate their time towards other patient care tasks.[@CR47]

Finally, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) or drones can identify potential COVID-19 carriers. UAV have the capacity to detect ground surface temperatures from a certain height above the ground and send the measured data, captured thermal images and optical images along with GPS location, to a server. This technology can be adapted to capture body temperatures, enabling us to identify patients with fever, an early symptom of COVID-19.[@CR1] Furthermore, UAV technology can be deployed to distribute medical supplies and test kit equipment in areas difficult to reach, thus reducing mortality.[@CR4]

3D-Printing {#Sec13}
-----------

Three-dimensional printing is a quickly emerging field that can help in the design of medical equipment and can more readily supply needed materials at reduced costs. The COVID-19 pandemic has caused a worldwide shortage of medical supplies, including the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), necessary for the care of COVID-19 patients.[@CR60] PPE includes facemasks, face shields and goggles. This equipment helps prevent droplet exposure and further spread of the virus. Face masks need to be fitted appropriately in order to adequately prevent air and small droplets from entering around the edges of the mask. 3D laser scanning allows measurement of exact facial parameters, enabling the production of personalized masks.[@CR53] Using open-source data, face shields can also be produced with biodegradable material, allowing at-home, on-demand production.[@CR59] Utilization of 3D printing technology would increase access to these supplies and create more personalized equipment that can better protect medical personnel.

Three-dimensional printing technology can assist in the production of nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal test swabs. The assistance of 3D printing in production of these materials would allow for widespread population testing. With increased access to testing, policy regarding carrier tracing and isolation to prevent the spread of the virus could be more conservative and effective.[@CR23]

In countries impacted heavily by COVID-19 there have been shortages in key components of the respiratory support equipment. In such settings, 3D-printing has been implemented to produce venturi valves. These valves were difficult to produce given their design being subject to copyright and patent covers. In addition, 3D printing can also be utilized for production of ventilator splitters with adjustable flow control valves. The adjustable flow control valves have further increased patient access to ventilators by enabling two patients with different oxygen requirements to use the same ventilator.[@CR55]

Utilization of 3D-printing can revolutionize equipment production in terms of efficiency, quantity and cost. Large academic medical centers and hospitals should work together with the 3D printing community in order meet the rising demand of medical supplies. However, safety protocols should still be followed during this time to ensure medical supplies meet regulatory standards and are safe for use.

Conclusion {#Sec14}
==========

Emerging technologies can be effectively utilized to allow the medical community to rapidly respond to the increased demands and burden of COVID-19. Technologies have been used in the study, diagnosis, and treatment of COVID-19. Recent developments have proven the collaboration between medical researchers and engineers is essential for the development of expeditious and less expensive ways of addressing the pandemic. In the context of the rapid and worldwide disease spread, open access to knowledge, tools, and technology is essential for timely response.[@CR6] Researchers and engineers must continue to collaborate and share expertise to continue to provide solutions in this time of crisis. Although swift development and application of novel technologies is required, safety monitoring should not be overlooked. Established standards regarding patient generated data, including confidentiality must be upheld.[@CR22] In addition, the safety standards for the production and distribution of supplies and services should continuously be monitored as new technologies are being used. Treatments identified using emerging technologies should also undergo standard clinical trials. The community needs to strive to uphold all these safety standards to ensure best outcomes for patients.
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